
You Might Be a Crazy Cat Lady If Volume
Are you obsessed with felines? Do you find yourself owning more cat-themed
items than you can possibly use? Have you ever been called a "crazy cat lady"?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, you might just be one of the many
people who fall into the category of a "crazy cat lady". In this article, we explore
the signs that indicate you might belong to this unique group.

Sign 1: Your Home is a Cat Haven

If you can't resist bringing home every stray cat you come across, you might
definitely be a crazy cat lady. Your home is filled with scratching posts, cat towers,
and cat beds. The number of litter boxes you have exceeds the number of human
bathrooms, and every piece of furniture has been claimed by a furball. Your
bookshelves are lined with cat-themed books, and your walls are adorned with
cat art. You might even find yourself instinctively meowing back at your beloved
feline friends.

Sign 2: Your Outfits are Cat-Inspired

Do you have an extensive collection of cat-print clothing? Do you wear cat-
shaped jewelry and accessories on a daily basis? If your wardrobe is
predominantly filled with cat-themed apparel, you are definitely embracing the
crazy cat lady persona. People have started associating you with anything feline-
related, and you wear your "crazy cat lady" badge with pride.
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Sign 3: Your Social Media is Cat-Centric

Scrolling through your social media profiles, one can quickly conclude that you
might be a crazy cat lady. Your feeds are populated with countless cat pictures
and videos, showcasing your feline companions in every conceivable pose. You
spend hours browsing and sharing cat-related content, constantly in search of the
next adorable cat video to capture your heart. Your friends already know that any
interaction with you will likely involve feline conversations.

Sign 4: You Frequent Cat Cafés and Cat Events

A sure sign that you might be a crazy cat lady is your love for cat cafés and cat
events. These places are like heaven on earth for you, and you can often be
found sipping a latte while surrounded by cute, cuddly kitties. You frequently
attend events related to cats, such as adoption drives, cat shows, and
fundraisers. Your social calendar revolves around any cat-related activity in your
area.

Sign 5: You Volunteer at Animal Shelters

If you spend your free time volunteering at animal shelters and specifically
gravitate towards spending time with cats, then you are definitely embracing your
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crazy cat lady status. You find solace in helping and caring for these furry
creatures, and you do it with unmatched dedication. Your heart melts every time
you witness the transformation of a neglected cat into a happy, healthy
companion.

Sign 6: You Spoil Your Cats with Unique Items

Your cat's comfort is of utmost importance to you. You pamper them with
luxurious beds, high-quality food, and plenty of toys. But it doesn't stop there. As
a crazy cat lady, you go above and beyond to make sure your feline friends have
the best of everything. From custom-made collars to designer outfits, your cats
live a life of royalty.

Sign 7: You Know Every Cat Breed and Their Characteristics

You consider yourself an amateur cat expert. You can effortlessly name various
cat breeds and provide detailed information about their characteristics. You are
well-versed in the different temperaments, grooming requirements, and histories
of countless cat breeds. Your friends affectionately refer to you as the "cat
encyclopedia" and consult you for advice whenever they have questions about
their furry companions.

Sign 8: Your Life Revolves Around Your Cats

Lastly, your life revolves around your cats. They are the center of your universe,
and you couldn't imagine your life without them. You plan your daily routine
around their feeding and playtime schedules. Their well-being is your top priority,
and you have an unbreakable bond with each of your feline friends. Your cats
bring immense joy to your life, and you couldn't be happier being a crazy cat lady.

In , if you possess several of the signs mentioned in this article, there's a high
chance that you qualify as a crazy cat lady. But don't worry; being a part of this



unique community is nothing to be ashamed of. Embrace your love for felines and
continue showering your cats with affection. After all, they make life a whole lot
more delightful!
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You Might be a Crazy Cat Lady If … (Volume 2) is a collection of humorous and
heartwarming short stories about the stray, foster and resident cats who share the
author’s home.

I promise I won’t bring any more cats into the house. I promise.

That was the vow I made to myself when I realized I had too many furry four-
legged friends. I won’t reveal the exact number of freeloaders in my care, but I
will admit I’m lousy at keeping commitments to myself.

I don’t follow my own advice either. I’m good at telling other people what to do if a
stray cat shows up on their doorstep: if you can’t find its owner at least get it
fixed. TNR, Trap-Neuter-Return. But when a stray showed up on my porch, what
did I do? I popped open a can of Friskies and named the visitor Fred. What do I
have now? Kittens. Not sweet, adorable little fluffballs. Wild, mischievous hellions.
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Not only do I have unadoptable orphans, I have The Geriatric Club, soon to be
The Assisted Living Club. After my divorce, when I found myself queen of my own
home with no hubby limiting my cat intake, I went on an adoption spree. Those
cuties are now senior citizens who require medications, demand canned cat food
eight times a day and occasionally forget how to use a litter box.

The inn is full.

The budget is bankrupt.

Maybe now I’ll listen to myself.

Proceeds from this book pays for mountains of kitty litter, cases of canned cat
food and keeps the cats’ veterinarians in business.
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